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Abstract 

The online identifiers or cookies are used for storing user information for personalization, 

authentication and advertisement. The usage of such web trackers drives the web 

economy where these trackers can be used to target users based on their online surfing 

behaviour. They are crucial in web user experience and their compromise leads to critical 

security problems. The European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (EU 

GDPR) enforced important aspects of data protection for web activity and consent for the 

usage of cookies. The proposed ePrivacy Regulation is set to address certain privacy and 

vague cookie-consent notices on websites and offer better privacy by design than that of 

the GDPR. 

This research stands out as online identifier provisions in the legal framework, such that 

of GDPR-cookies, have seen recent research but none specific for the ePR and cookies. 

This study analyses the specifics of both GDPR and ePR in the context of the cookie, user 

consent and browser privacy settings. This study identifies key gaps in the cookie 

provisions within the GDPR such as the failure to clarify the explicit usage of the tracking 

cookies, lack of clarity in protecting session ID as personal data, limitations in the privacy 

by design to revoke the cookie consent and limited choices on acceptable cookies. The 

ePR would address the gaps in the GDPR such as bringing transparency in the cookie 

consent notices and choices, implementing privacy choices in the browser, and protecting 

the transmission of data. 

The findings of this research increase user awareness encourage further discussion on 

privacy by design in the proposed ePR and web publishers and provide a comparative 

study for the web publishers for the development of applications for the existing GDPR 

and upcoming ePR.  

This thesis, written in English, is 59 pages long, including 7 chapters, 33 figures and 6 

tables. 
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DNT Do Not Track 
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1 Introduction 

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), enforced on May 

25, 2018, introduced significant changes to user privacy and user rights over their 

personal data. The regulation requires organizations to detail their processing of personal 

data, including the use of online identifiers also known as cookies. To complement the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the European Union has proposed the e-

Privacy regulation which will introduce further requirements of personal data protection 

and user privacy. The upcoming ePrivacy Regulation (ePR) is also known as the cookie 

law, since it covers the aspects of user privacy and cookies to compliment the GDPR. 

This thesis analyses how the GDPR and the draft ePR address the use of online identifiers 

and whether the current and envisaged regulations adequately respond to privacy and 

security concerns regarding the use of cookies. Accordingly, this thesis first introduces 

the history and the concept of cookies as well as the different types of cookies used on 

websites. It then proceeds to discussing the privacy and security threats associated with 

the use of cookies. The author then analyses the requirements related to the use of cookies 

from the GDPR and the e-Privacy regulations, including the requirement of consent, 

transparency of their use etc. Finally, the author offers recommendations on potential 

steps to how to enhance existing user privacy and security regulation in relation to the use 

of cookies. 

Cookies generated by the web server communicate through the HTTP protocol to keep  

track of all browser-server interactions. The evolution of the internet has raised both 

security and privacy concerns, where the different types of cookies cater to the needs of 

industry (i.e., advertising and e-commerce companies) [1]. The objective of this thesis is 

to determine the most exploited type of the cookies against the safety provisions of GDPR 

and the upcoming E-privacy regulation.  
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1.1 Background  

One of the earliest web browsers was the Lynx, which in 1991 merged with the Mosaic 

Communications Corporation, and later become Netscape, in 1994. Cookies were 

developed by Lou Montulli to support web browsers [2]. A cookie is a text string that is 

placed on a client browser when it accesses a given server. The cookie is then transmitted 

back to that server in the header of subsequent requests. Initial support for such online 

identifiers was provided in 1994 in pre-1.0 versions of the Netscape browser [3], and the 

first standard for web cookies was published in 1997 [4] [5]. 

The term "cookie" is derived from a popular concept UNIX computing "magic cookie," 

which inspired both the idea and the name of it [6]. Online identifiers are created by the 

web server and  shared between the web browser and the server via the HTTP Header, 

Cookie [7]. The most common way to track activities of a user via a web browser is 

through HTTP cookies, often set by third party analytics and advertising domains [8]. 

A security aware web user recognises HTTP cookies are a severe threat to privacy. Such 

users block, limit or periodically delete them; however, a majority remain ignorant. The 

cookies outside the browser also known as super cookies [9]. Awareness of supercookies 

is even lower, but political and public relations (PR) pressures [10] may eventually force 

firms to make their super cookies comply with the browser’s standard HTTP cookie 

privacy settings [11]. 

The processing of personal data through websites is regulated by the General Data 

Protection Regulation (EU) 679/2016 (GDPR) [12]. The GDPR, is the primary data 

protection legal framework in the European Union, directly applicable to all Member 

States, repealing the older Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC [13]. The enforcement of 

the data protection principles, its obligations and rights enshrined in the Directive 

679/2016 [12], the GDPR includes additional protection mechanisms to allow individuals 

to better control over their personal data, which is primarily a challenge in the dynamic 

online and mobile environment.  

In addition to the GDPR provisions, cookie privacy and data protection requirements are 

also derived from the Directive on privacy and electronic communications 2002/58/EC 

[14] (ePrivacy Directive) currently in force. The latest amendment by the Directive 
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2009/136/EC [15] has added universal service and users’ rights relating to electronic 

communications networks and services.  

In January 2017, the proposal for a new ePrivacy Regulation [16] was made by the 

European Commission and is currently being debated in the European Parliament and the 

Council. The ePrivacy Regulation Proposal 15333/2017 [16] is concerned with the 

processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic 

communications which is currently under review to be updated and aligned with GDPR.  

This proposal sets out essential provisions for the privacy of cookies, the confidentiality 

of communications channels and related metadata, the placement of software and data 

(e.g., cookies) on user devices and the regulation of privacy settings by levels with 

informed consent for tracking.  

1.2 Problem Statement and Purpose 

This study explores the phenomenon of cookies in the context of harmful and malicious 

uses of Information and communications technology (ICT). It examines the role of 

cookies in cybercrime and other malicious activities online and analyses the anticipated 

effect of enforcing the GDPR on such cases. The effect of GDPR can be observed by the 

reduction of third-party tracking cookies by 22% [15]. However, there are still large 

numbers of websites which were observed to be using vague and unclear cookie consent 

requests [17]. Another effect of GDPR was seen with massive reduction in botnet based 

spamming and phishing attacks by e-mails to Domain Name [18] registrants as WHOIS 

data [19] for Domain Names is no longer public [20].  

The thesis first explores how cookies reveal the user’s preferences and the role of cookies 

in cybercrime and other harmful online activities. It then goes on to study the provisions 

for cookie and its data in the GDPR, the existing ePrivacy Directive, and the upcoming 

ePrivacy Regulation. Using that, a gap analysis is done to understand the effectiveness of 

the provisions under these laws against cookie-based cybercrime. Finally, the author 

offers recommendations on reducing the risks related to cookies and the scope for future 

work.  

To reduce the opportunity of using cookies for malicious purposes, this thesis explores 

the regulations provided in the GDPR and the draft e-Privacy Regulation. The research 
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question and theme of this thesis is to determine “Does the GDPR and the upcoming 

ePrivacy Regulation adequately and sufficiently protect users from cookie-based cyber-

attacks?”. This research question is examined further by answering the following sub-

questions: 

• What are cookies and how do they affect user privacy? 

• What malicious and harmful uses of cookies have emerged? 

• Which legal requirements are applicable to the use of cookies under 

o The GDPR 

o The ePrivacy Regulation Proposal 15333/2017 

• Which practical problems related to malicious and harmful uses of cookies remain 

after the enforcement of the GDPR and the proposed e-Privacy Regulation?  

1.3 Significance of this Research 

The research stands out as online identifier provisions in the legal framework, such that 

of GDPR-cookies, have seen recent research but none specific for the ePR and cookies. 

This study analyses the specifics of both GDPR and ePR in the context of the cookie, user 

consent and browser privacy settings.   

The findings of this research increase user awareness encourage further discussion on 

privacy by design in the proposed ePR and web publishers and provide a comparative 

study for the web publishers for the development of applications for the existing GDPR 

and upcoming ePR. 
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2 Literature Review 

To understand cookies, their background needs to be explored. They have been studied 

in detail through research since 1994 with the Netscape browser functioning [21]. The 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 1995 initiated a standardisation process for 

cookies [6]. In 2000, IETF published RFC 2965 “HTTP State Management Mechanism”, 

which specifies methods to create a stateful session with HTTP requests and responses 

[22]. During the standardization process, privacy concerns have been raised, especially 

for third-party cookies [1]. The online identifiers have an important property to send the 

cookie automatically, which makes it very unobtrusive. The cookie enables positive and 

empowering uses to improve browsing experience by adding a social or personalized 

layer [21]. There is existing literature review on cookies, their vulnerability and what 

remedies could be offered to enhance their protection by Jussila [23]. 

There have been many studies on internet user privacy and the potential for information 

leakage via web cookies. Privacy is a central concern of internet users and this work 

examines one privacy issue which is the potential to track and correlate knowledge about 

a user's actions across seemingly unrelated websites in the work by Krishnamurthy et al. 

[8] .  

An Empirical study on web cookies conducted revealed that 3rd party cookies 

outnumbered first party cookies by Cahn et al. [5]. When web applications deploy more 

than one type of cookies, 52.1% use both first- and third-party cookies and 74.1% use a 

combination of session and persistent cookies as defined in the study by Tappenden and 

Miller [24]. A similar study was undertaken to analyse the usage of cookies for targeting 

marketing purposes, where online user behaviour within the advertisement network was 

used to develop a more responsive and effective communication campaign by Zarouali et 

al. [25]. A similar web tracking technique research by Iskander et al. [26] highlighted 

privacy issues from the third-party cookies loading and sending content to the website. 

The initial analysis by Krishnamurthy and Wills [27] on existing privacy protection 

techniques showed their limitations in preventing 3rd party cookie tracking. The research 

by Roesner et al. [28] examines 3rd party tracking of cookies using a small set of web 

crawlers. Another study on web tracking and policy by Mayer and Mitchell [29] analysed 

third-party cookies with Do Not Track enabled and other privacy protective browser tools. 
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There has also been research done on HTTP session management in the context to cookie 

security by Ayandi et al. [30] in terms of reverse proxy components but the session 

management architecture would help us understand session creation in relevant context 

of cookies. A study was conducted in Finland by Ruohonen and Leppänen [31] to analyse 

persistent third-party cookie presence on Finnish News portals. Which showed 

ambiguous cookie consent in compliance with GDPR and show no success on the Do Not 

Track initiative or opt-out. 

The Cookie has been studied before and after GDPR enforcement. A pre-GDPR 

enforcement study by Bader et al. [32] presents how web users have misconceptions 

about websites using cookies, when in fact the reason for using cookies was to track their 

paying customers for measuring the performance of their services and products, mainly 

for marketing purposes. Research done on online profiling post GDPR by student number 

8027 of Oslo University [33] which proved GDPR enhances protection in privacy and 

data protection in the digital context but, yet regulations provide flexibility to agents 

engaged in online behaviour tracking. The user transparency of cookies syncing with 

third-party under GDPR was researched by Urban et al. [34] where third-party data 

sharing was studied before the GDPR implementation and post GDPR to analyse how 

data is shared in the advertising providers network. A similar analysis was undertaken to 

measure GDPR’s impact on web privacy by Degeling et al. [35], with the research 

establishing the fact that while GDPR has bought in transparency, it lacks effective 

mechanisms for users to deny processing of personal data. 

The upcoming ePrivacy Regulation, which is an amendment to the existing ePrivacy 

Directive to support the GDPR. There was no literature found on the ePrivacy Directive 

in the context of cookies until the time this thesis was written. Cookies have long been 

studied as privacy evasive behavior as mentioned previously, but there is no literature 

available on first-party cookie analysis specific to session cookies focussing on their 

privacy evasiveness. Our study identifies provisions for cookies that forthcoming 

directives could use to regulate cookies that are excluded from the current framework. 
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3 Methodology 

The research followed the guidelines of systematic literature review research methods. 

Previous literature was studied to develop knowledge of the essence of cookies, their 

vulnerabilities, legal framework provision in GDPR and cookie based cyber-attacks. The 

cookies study helps identify their susceptibility and implementation structure which 

makes them an easy target for the hackers. The existing research gaps were identified to 

come up with specific research questions. The research problem was defined based on the 

study of previous literature, to understand whether the existing and proposed regulations 

adequately address the challenge of cookie security. 

There has been extensive literature already in context of cookies. The evidence was 

gathered from available resources addressing cookie development, classification and 

vulnerabilities that exist. Cookie based cyber-attacks is a vague terminology. The 

objective of this research is to study cookies which were excluded under the GDPR [12] 

and ePrivacy Directive [14] [15]. The study of frameworks is undertaken to understand 

each article and recital which would be applicable to the online identifiers and the type of 

cookies that are protected. 

The research addresses practical problems which exist post GDPR enforcement with 

respect to privacy, browser-cookies and consent. Specifically, certain portals were 

analysed to understand how essential about cookie consent is displayed to the user.  An 

experiment was setup where consent for cookies used on a news portal specifically was 

analysed as existing research showed changes in the third-party tracking methods post 

GDPR. The findings will address cookies which are excluded by the existing legal 

framework but continue to be used for cyber-security attacks. 

The flow and structure of the research is as follows: 

Cookie: The background and technical implementation of cookies is analysed. The 

background leads the research into classification of online identifiers used on websites. 

OWASP vulnerabilities regarding cookies are then analysed.  

Legal Framework: The European Union has several legal legislatures, GDPR and ePR 

were specifically chosen for this research as GDPR was implemented last year and the 

much anticipated ePR currently debating in the European Parliament is likely to be 
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enforced later in 2019 or early 2020. The research analyses cookie specific provisions 

and compares them on how they will complement each other post enforcement. The 

cookie classification was used to understand which cookies require no consent for usage 

on websites. The two frameworks are compared to understand which cookies are excluded 

from consent which can be an attack vector for cyber-attacks.  

Practical issues which exist for excluded cookies: The result is derived from legal 

framework analysis post which cookies are categorized to fit in the post GDPR 

requirement. Then a research is undertaken to understand what practical issues exist in 

cookie from the cybersecurity perspective. To understand practical issues, an experiment 

was setup to study the cookie consent notice with the cookie used on the website: 

Site Selection: The Alexa ranking of top News portal list in Estonia was used to analyse 

compliance with both frameworks in context of cookies. The following list of websites 

was chosen for two primary reasons. First, the Article 6 of GDPR establishes display of 

cookie usage information with option to deny consent. The second reason being the 

provision in Recital 20 [36] of the proposed ePR [16] which prohibit ambiguous cookie 

consent through which web publishers monetize on third-party cookies. 

Tools for Analysis: To analyse the cookie used, two browser extension Edit this Cookie 1 

and Cookie Checker 2 by Cookiebot were used. These extensions analyse consent with 

cookie usage that detects privacy issues to comply with ePR and GDPR. 

Session: Session cookies have been identified as being excluded from consent in both the 

legal frameworks that have been analysed. The vulnerability and cyber-crime instances 

are quite high for session-based attacks. Susceptibility of session ID is discussed. Where 

a link is established of session ID and cookie to the personal data through the 

experimentation setup. In the last stages of research another experimentation is conducted 

to prove session cookies and session ID theft is possible which offer no legal provisions. 

                                                

 

1 http://www.editthiscookie.com 
2 https://www.cookie-checker.com 
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4 Technical Background 

This chapter builds the background on cookies, their implementations and provisions in 

RFC. The browser footprint generation of cookies is discussed along with cookie 

components, values and classification. The cookies like any other technology is subject 

to vulnerabilities. 

4.1 About Cookies 

Cookies are a text files or HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), as are also known as 

online identifiers. When visiting a website, a browser asks the website in question for a 

page from the server. The server sends back the page and attaches a piece of data. The 

page the browser receives from the server is the one shown to the user. The data that is 

sent along with the page is called a Cookie. This cookie will be stored on the user’s 

computer and will be used every time they revisit the same webpage, unless they delete 

the cookie. The data stored in the text files may differ for each website with the specific 

information stored depending on what the owner of the website wants to track from its 

visitors. The cookie helps a website remember its visitors using identifiers such as 

“user=1337“. 

Cookies are a common mechanism for the websites to maintain its state during an e-

commerce transaction or to maintain personalized content to the user based on settings 

(i.e: language or region) [8]. 

Cookies are not very data intensive, varying in size from 4 kilobytes to 100 kilobytes and 

are stored in the web browser or in a special folder on the device. They store all sorts of 

information about the user including their surfing behavior, browser agents, and the 

websites visited. 
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Figure 1 Online Identifier creation process 

The web server distinguishes each user session and communication with a unique 

identifer and the process is visually explained in Figure 1 above. Each online identifier 

has its own file and sets a session ID in the cookie header for each web server where the 

Uniform Resource Locater (URL)is located.  Hence a new cookie file is created by the 

web server on every visit to the URL. The page is received from the server side by the 

browser, data is retrieved, and the existing cookie file is updated if a user authenticates or 

enables any function or preference on the webpage. The cookie file remains on the 

browser/ computer until deleted [32]. 

The advent of session identification cookies resolved several the issue of keeping track 

of user sessions and connection timeouts. Session identification cookies are used for 

establishing and keeping track of the browser-server relationship throughout the session 

[37]. The flexibility which cookies offered due to their size helps to keep connections 

open and close them once the browser closes or moves away from the website [38]. 

4.1.1 HTTP or the (HyperText Transfer Protocol)  

HTTP is a request-reply communication protocol, with each version of HTTP different in 

their interaction models. The request-reply communication model was the most basic 

communication model designed [39]. The message exchange pattern is one of common 

client-server architectures. The architecture allows a client to request information from 

the web server that receives and returns a responses message [40]. The Figure 2 shows 
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example of HTTP evolution through its three versions (v1.0, v1.1 and v2.0) and their 

request-reply interaction model.    

The HTTP version 1.0, maintained and supported a content ratio of 1:1 which means TCP 

connection was open and then closed after single HTTP request/reply pair. So only one 

request-response pair was supported per connection [41] [39]. 

In HTTP 1.1, a keep-alive function was introduced. It provided the ability for a reusing 

the TCP connection for sending multiple requests to the web server without waiting for a 

response [42]. HTTP 1.1 specifies that the server must send its responses to the requests 

in the same order in which it was received, the browser starts listening once all requests 

are sent [39]. This modification was done to support the growing complexity of the 

webpages that included web browser component and web elements that needed to be 

transferred from the server to the client [43]. 

The HTTP evolution was required with the internet growing as it became more than just 

a simple function from transferring text and images for the web server to a browser; it 

became a platform for web applications [7]. The browser-server interactions were more 

elaborate than the simple request-response interactions facilitated by the client/server 

model of the web [40] [39]. 

The new HTTP 2.0 introduced multiplexing mechanism, where the browser and server 

could send and receive responses asynchronously through a single TCP connection [44]. 

Of many changes which the HTTP 2.0 bought over web the noticeable ones were a many-

request-per-connection model and the exchange of headers and the transition from a text-

based transfer to binary [43]. 
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Figure 2 HTTP Evolution 

The HTTP is a  stateless protocol but is one of the primary application transport protocol 

of the web. The HTTP had the capability to track through the use of cookies and sessions 

come into play for the application [7]. 

4.1.2 Session 

Session is one the many methods used to maintain the web and application 

communication state. These are simple chunks of data which is stored in the memory that 

is associated with every TCP connection made to a web or application server and serve 

as in-memory storage for information in on the HTTP-based applications [7]. 

The process of managing the state of the web-based client is performed by session. The 

session is unique to every TCP connection or user browser. The session ID is established 

when the user first connects to the web or application server. The Session IDs are used 

by the application to uniquely identify a client browser, while background (server-side) 

processes are used to associate the session ID with a level of access once they authenticate 

[45]. 

An example of session usefulness is thatwhile shopping on a e-commerce website, items 

added to the shopping cart remain throughout a "session" because every item added to the 
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shopping cart is updated in the session and also updated on the web server. This is possible 

even without logging into the e-commerce website as the server has identified the browser 

uniquely with the session ID [7]. 

4.2 Cookie Implementation 

A web server uses "cookies" to offer an enhanced user experience when a user visits a 

website. By default, there are some cookies which are optional and some which are 

required for the smooth functioning of the website as seen in Figure 3. Optional cookies 

allow users to choose whether to share data or not which will limit the personalization of 

the website.  

 

Figure 3 Cookie view in Browser 

Various RFC’s have been published over time that focus on cookie functioning in the 

browser. RFC 7231 [46] defines the value which is commonly generated by the generic 

web server for cookies. RFC 6265 [47] obsoletes RFC 2109 [4] and RFC 2965 [22] which 

prevents the browser from sharing cookies with the web server. The development of RFC 

6265 was led by to the advancement of modern browsers which performed stateful session 

over the stateless HTTP Protocol. Even though the usage of cookies degrades security 

and privacy, cookie and set-cookie header fields are widely used over the internet.  

Cookie implementations offer the following flexibility to web developers: 
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• A cookie stores the current state of a webpage based on the selections of every 

individual user thereby helping users navigate between the different pages of a 

website efficiently. 

• A cookie can help identify user behavior and keep track of user clicks on most 

frequently visited pages. 

• Cookies are unique identifiers to distinguish each user and browser request. 

In today's competitive market, online advertising serves as a critical source of income for 

websites, applications, and hosted platforms. Third-party cookies enabled advertisers to 

maintain a common platform for exchange of cookies for displaying relevant 

advertisements based on their online behavioral advertising (OBA) which gets data from 

a user’s surfing behavior and is uniquely identified by the IP Address. For this form of 

targeted advertising, data is collected by installing either "personally identifiable cookies 

or non-personally identifiable information [34]. 

The third party and tracking online identifiers in addition to the one established by the 

website visited are also created as shown in Figure 4. These are mostly tracking cookies, 

a YouTube player is embedded in the webpage which calls for storing of YouTube 

cookies, tracking cookies from advertisements and other web analytic scripts.  

 

 

Figure 4 Third Party Cookies 
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4.3 Cookie Components 

A web cookie is a formatted string consisting of semi-colon which separates the value 

pairs. Figure 5 gives an insight on how cookies are appearing in the browser on visiting 

a website. The Cookie would appear as follows: 

 

Figure 5 Cookies stored in the browser from book.lufthansa.com 

Name: The attribute name given to a cookie sent by the web server. This is a unique 

keyword to identify cookies to a web server [37] [47] [48]. 

Value: The value attributes to the data the cookie is transmitting between the web server 

and the browser. The value is either in plain text, encrypted or obfuscated for security and 

privacy reasons. The cookie value is stored in the client’s computer or web browser [37] 

[47] [48].  

Domain: The domain is the web server from where the cookies originated. This would 

allow the browser to send cookies back to the appropriate web server from where it 

originated. The domain column from Figure 4 also distinguishes First and Third-party 

cookies. The first party cookie is the cookies which the URL generates that in this 

example is book.lufthansa.com where the third-party cookies are distinguished by a “.” 

or dot before the URL of origination in this column [37] [47] [48] [49]. 

Path: The path attribute restricts the browser from sending a cookie back to the web 

server. The path is the location of the cookie location on the URL of the web server. The 

path is set based on the web application which created the cookie. i.e.: “/php/” the cookie 
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will only be available within the php directory and all sub-directories of php [37] [47] 

[48] [49]. 

Expires / Max-Age: This is the validity of the cookies in date/time till the cookie lives 

or is valid till. If the cookie posts an expiry or maximum age, then it is termed as a 

permanent cookie, while N/A specifies a Session Cookie [37] [47] [48] [49]. 

HTTP: The Http or HTTP Only is a unique cookie flag to tell the browser not to display 

the cookie through other communication channels except web server (HTTP/HTTPS) as 

it only supposed to be communicating with the web server. Setting cookies to HTTP only 

can reduce make common XSS attack harder to be successful [37] [47] [48] [49] [50]. 

Secure: The secure is another cookie flag for the browser limiting communication of the 

cookies only over secure and encrypted transmission, directing transmission only over an 

SSL or HTTPS [37] [47] [48] [49] [51]. 

Same Site: The Same-Site flag are relatively new and is supported by all browsers. The 

cookie flag prevents the browser from sending the cookie along with other cross-site 

requests [52]. The flag are used for protection against cross-site request forgery attacks 

[51] [53]. 

4.4 Cookie Classification 

Cookies can be classified into three types as described [54], but for research purpose the 

classification was expanded with an additional category of local storage cookies as it has 

some unique characteristics unlike others: 

4.4.1 Persistent Cookies 

These are anonymous tracking cookies which are used for analytical purposes for tracking 

the number of websites, page visit specifics, duration of the visit, the language of the 

website, authentication information and user settings for the website. These cookies are 

typically not deleted after closing the browser, hence called persistent. The cookies data 

is available even after user’s session termination or browser closed. Web applications 

with the login credential “remember me” functionality use these cookies [55] [23] [32]. 
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4.4.2 Session Cookies 

These are per visit cookies which are stored in-browser and are per session cookies. These 

are deleted when the user closes the browser. These cookies are also shared in case you 

would want online chat support or customer support. These cookies contain the 

information of session, credential and authentication data for the web server [23] [32] 

[51]. 

4.4.3 Tracking cookie 

These are cookies which are permanently stored on a user’s computer. These are used for 

tracking technologies that do not rely on HTTP cookies. These cookies have similar 

functionality to a regular cookie. They are used to store information like browsing history, 

authentication data, and ad-related data [23] [32] [51]. 

4.4.4 Local Storage Objects 

Local Shared Objects (LSO), also called Flash Cookies, are pieces of data that are saved 

on your computer by websites that use Adobe Flash software [56]. Adobe Flash Player 

uses its own proprietory cookies, which are not manageable through your browser settings 

but are used by the Flash Player for similar purposes, such as storing preferences or 

tracking users [57]. These works like persistent cookies and continue to store in user’s 

PC even after session termination [55].  

The Local storage cookies work differ from web browser cookies as they are creataed and 

set by the browser . But these function specific cookies, as the website is restricted from 

storing all data in one cookie. The flash cookies since are proprietary cookies which are 

not stored in the browser [58]. There are some other function specific cookies in the 

browser 

4.4.4.1 Zombie cookies 

Zombie cookies or ever cookies are those cookies that “respawn”. They recreate 

themselves automatically even after being deleted [59]. This is possible because this 

cookie is stored in multiple locations: Flash Local shared object, HTML5 Web storage 

and other client-side and even on the web server locations [60]. The cookies are a 

combination of various tracking mechanisms, each reinforcing the others, and can 

identify a client even when standard cookies and Flash cookies have been removed [61]. 
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4.4.4.2 Super cookies 

Super cookies are more persistent, more difficult to delete and are more effective at 

tracking user data. The super cookies are flexible and can grow as large as 100 KB each, 

compared with 4 KB for a regular tracking cookie. Super cookies are also browser-

independent, so they're still able to track user activity even if the user switches browsers 

[62]. The browsers can't access the super cookies as they are stored in folders not 

accessible to the browser [61] [33].  

4.5 HTTP Cookie Vulnerabilities  

The cookies contain personal and public information about the user browsing the website, 

which makes them susceptible to vulnerabilities and the lucrative proposition to hack. 

The vulnerabilities are highlighted below: 

Cookie manipulation is one of the known cookie vulnerabilities which can alter data 

stored in the cookie. The cookie manipulation ranges from session tokens to arrays 

which make product or pricing authorization decisions. Cookie poisoning can leave 

severe vulnerabilities such as SQL Injection and cross-site scripting. A shopping cart 

example shows the manipulation in clear text [63]. 

Part of a Shopping Cart Application's Cookie: 

item1_ID=12369&item1_pr=27,95&item2_ID=10334&item2_pr=19,95 
> Total Amount: $47,90 

Manipulated Cookie: 

item1_ID=12369&item1_pr=0,95&item2_ID=10334&item2_pr=1,95 
> Total Amount: $2,90 

HTTP Cookie hijacking is another known cookie-based vulnerability when the user 

browses and requests cookies over an unsecured wireless network. The attacker is also 

on the same wireless network as the users who are monitoring the network traffic. Since 

the Wireless connection is unencrypted, the data can be extracted by the attacker, who 

can extract the cookie from the network traffic and can use the cookie to log in to any 

secured portal which the victim accessed. The attacker can use the cookie until it expires 

[64]. 
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Cross-site scripting (XSS) is one of the top 10 OWASP vulnerability. This type of attack 

involves stealing sensitive information, hijacking user sessions, and compromising web 

browsers and system integrity. The cookie is exploited for attack initiation with persistent 

Cross-site scripting requests. These cookies are stored in the user’s session with the web 

server in various locations such as the browser and the website. The cookie content and 

information can be accessed maliciously via XSS [23]. 

There are three forms of XSS that usually targets the user’s browsers: reflected, stored 

and DOM. In Reflected XSS, the application (service or API) allows unvalidated and un-

sanitized input as part of the output. The user will have to interact with some malicious 

link or sent via a phishing email [65]. 

Cookie Poisoning Cookies store varied information in the browser which sends back to 

the web server unaltered. An Attacker may change the value in the cookie and send the 

cookie back to the web server. Hence the original cookie is poisoned with altered values, 

and it is sent back to the web server. The web server identifies the header as its values 

and processes the cookie. This may allow the attackers to gain access to the web server 

sensitive information. The attack may also impersonate the session of the user [23]. 

4.6 Summary 

Cookies form the basis of this research. The background covers HTTP evolution which 

paved development of a communication protocol to align itself with the growth of internet 

applications. The web servers require various cookies to keep up the management of 

session for the internet applications. The cookie implementation and development 

highlights how its components and their flags can be vulnerable to attack. Cookie 

classification defines the different types of cookies used on a website with evolution of 

cookies outside the browser for tracking purposes. Cookie vulnerabilities are critical for 

our next analysis of cookie-based cybercrime. The cookie classification would be later 

split into cookie categories for aligning with the legal provisions. 
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5 Legal Framework for Cookies 

The usage of cookies has significantly evolved from being simple personalization tools 

for individual users to becoming one of the key tools for targeted marketing. Due to this, 

the provisions of ePrivacy Directive 2002/58/EC [14] as it pertains to cookies are 

inadequate for the protection of user privacy and security. Two regulations that are aimed 

at addressing this regulatory gap are the GDPR and the ePR. 

The following sections provide an overview of the GDPR and the proposed ePrivacy 

Regulation and an overview of regulations relevant to cookie implementation within 

them. The next section classifies cookies that need consent according to the ICC UK 

Cookie Guide [66]. The concluding section analyses the two frameworks by highlighting 

their inclusions and exclusions. 

5.1 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)  

The GDPR or Regulation 2016/679) [12] is a regulatory initiative by the European Union 

(EU) to harmonize data protection laws across the EU. After a transition period of two 

years, the regulation came into effect on May 25, 2018. The GDPR specifies under what 

circumstances personal data may be processed and includes several rights of data subjects 

and obligations for those processing personal data of EU-residents. It makes it mandatory 

for every website, accessible to users within the European Union, to specify their policy 

on privacy and the purpose of data collection and sharing. The latest transparency 

requirements and the user rights (wherein the right to retrieve a copy was recently 

introduced) will shed light on some of the practices of online advertising services. 

The Table 1 summarizes the above discussion in a format where each article relevant to 

cookies in the GDPR text is included: 

Article 4 [67] Free will or wishes of an individual 

Article 6 [68] Consent for Processing Personal Data 

Article 9 [69] Higher Data Protection standards for sensitive personal information 

Article 12 [70] Privacy Policy Requirement 

Article 20 [71] Right to receive a copy of Processed Data 
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Article 22 [72] User Profiling 

Article 25 [73] Data Protection by Design (Default settings of Cookies “accept all”) 

Table 1 GDPR Cookie and Data Protection requirement 

 

5.1.1 Transparency 

Article 12 [70] of the GDPR requires the personal data processor to inform the user about 

how their information will be processed through their privacy policy which needs to be 

presented in “a concise, transparent, intelligible, and easily accessible form, using the 

clear and plain language.” [70] According to the GDPR the following are considered 

personal data as detailed in Article 13 [74] and on the European Union data protection 

website [75]: 

• “a name and surname; 

• a home address; 

• an email address such as name.surname@company.com; 

• an identification card number; 

• location data (for example the location data function on a mobile phone); 

• an Internet Protocol (IP) address.” [75] 

The privacy policy also incorporates contact information of the data officer, the purposes 

for the data processing and the data subject’s rights regarding their personal data, e. g., 

the right to access, rectification, or forgotten (deleted). To fulfill these requirements it is 

mandatory for every website in the European Union to have a privacy policy and modify 

existing privacy policies to comply with the new transparency requirements [35]. 

The IP addresses version 4 or version 6 are unique identifiers and are considered personal 

data in the European Union. This means, every website and the underlying web server 

which processes these addresses is required to provide privacy policy information [75]. 

Article 20 [71]  requires that the user receive a copy of all of their personal data that a 

website has processed. The GDPR specifies a timeline for response from the data 

processor to queries from a user to be within one month (Art. 12, No. 2), it can be extended 

up to two months [34].  
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The data subject rights to retrieve a copy of data processed and stored is described in 

Article 20 [71]. According to recital 68 [76] of the GDPR (recitals describe the reasoning 

behind regulations), and their right to data portability which is meant to support them gain 

control over their personal data by allowing access to the data stored “in a structured, 

commonly used, machine-readable and inter-operable format. 

Article 22 [72] also focuses on automated user profiling aspect: 

“Any form of automated processing [..] to analyze or predict aspects 

concerning that natural person’s performance at work, economic 

situation, health, personal preferences, interests, reliability, behavior, 

location or movements;” [12] 

Any company that infers information about individuals for advertising purposes and 

needs to disclose this. However, they are not bound to the additional requirements for 

profiling mentioned particularly in Article 22 [72], [12] i.e. “to enable human 

intervention, as profiling for advertising and tracking purposes most likely does not have 

any legal or significant effects” [77]. 

Tracking companies claim the data they use is not personal information since it is 

pseudonymized. If that were true, it would free them from any data protection related 

obligations. But Article 29 [77] of the Working Group, a committee of European data 

protection officials, had clarified in 2010 that storing and accessing a cookie on a user’s 

device or browser is indeed processing of personal data since it  

“enables data subjects to be ’singled out’, even if their real names are 

not known,” [78] 

And therefore requires consent. The Opinion 2/2010 on online behavioural advertising  

document [78] was written in respect to the previous directives, but the assessment has 

been confirmed by court rulings that, e. g., found IP addresses, sometimes also considered 

pseudonyms, to be personal data [79]. Our study/this thesis focuses on GDPR and the 

cookie aspect including the third-party scripts on their websites that are responsible for 

the data processing. It was argued, since advertisers rent the space on publisher websites 

which set cookies linked to their hosts they are liable for the data processing. 
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The organizations representing the online advertising industry interpret the data subject 

rights differently. The Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe has published a working 

paper [80]  for data subject requests in April 2018. The focus of the paper was on two 

provisions that limit the data processor’s obligations to answer user requests from 

individuals. The first being, Article 12 which states that “a data controller does not need 

to act on requests if they demonstrate that [they are] not in a position to identify the data 

subject” [12]. 

The argument is that if the information were processed in a pseudonymous fashion, i.e., 

with a cookie ID, data subjects would need to prove that the information connected to that 

ID is actually about them.  

5.1.2 Data protection by design and by default 

Article 25 [73] states that entities processing personal data should  

“[..] implement appropriate technical and organizational measures, 

such as pseudonymization, which are designed to implement data-

protection principles, such as data minimization, in an effective 

manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing 

in order to meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect the 

rights of data subjects. [..] In particular, such measures shall ensure 

that by default personal data are not made accessible without the 

individual's intervention to an indefinite number of natural persons” 

[12]. 

There are higher protection standards that are required for sensitive categories of 

personal information like health care data (Article 9 [69]).  

5.1.3 Consent 

Article 6 [68] mentions that the processing of personal data is only lawful if either of the 

scenarios applies.First,it includes a situation when the processing is necessary “for the 

legitimate interests [of] the controller or  [...] a third party” (Article 6(1)(f)) [68] and the 

Second, to comply with a legal obligation (Article 6(1)(c)) [68]. Most importantly, the 

processing of personal data is lawful only when“the data subject has given consent” 

(Article 6(1)(a)) [68]. Consent is defined in Article 4(11) [67] as “any freely given, 
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specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes [...]”. Here, 

“freely given” means the data subject has to be offered real choice and control; if they 

feel compelled to agree to the processing of their personal data, this does not constitute 

valid consent. For children under the age of 16 consent can only be given by the holder 

of parental responsibi/lity (Article 8) [12] [34]. 

5.2 Proposed e-Privacy Regulation 

The objective of the Digital Single Market Strategy (DSM Strategy) of the European 

Union is to increase trust in the security of digital services. The reform of the data 

protection framework, and the adoption of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 also called the 

GDPR was a key action to harmonize data protection laws as part of the DSM. The 

Strategy also announced to review the Directive 2002/58/EC (ePrivacy Directive) and 

provide a higher level of privacy protection for users of electronic communications 

services of all market players. The proposal reviews the ePrivacy Regulation (ePR) in the 

DSM strategy objectives and ensures consistency with the GDPR [81]. 

The fundamental basis of the ePrivacy directive is to ensure [81]: 

• Protection to respect individual private life 

• Confidentiality and protection of personal data communication  

• Free movement of electronic communication data 

The overview of each article has been summarized in Table 2 below, which will be 

discussed detailing its relationship with cookies. 

Article 5 [82] Protection of Communication Data 

Article 6 [83] Processing of Personal Data 

Article 8 [84] Protecting Users Terminal Equipment (Browser) 

Article 10 [85] Privacy by Design 

Recital 20 [36] User Profiling 

Recital 21 [86] Consent to use Cookies 

Recital 23 [87] Cookies settings in Browser 

Table 2 Cookie provisions in the ePrivacy Regulations 
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5.2.1 Transparency 

Article 6 [83] of the ePR mentions, “the processing of personal data in connection with 

the provision of publicly available electronic communications services in public 

communications networks in the Community, including public communications networks 

supporting data collection and identification device.” i.e.: These can be demonstrated 

through cookies or the browser and server communication which support the collection 

of data of the browser footprint [88]. 

5.2.2 Consent to the use of cookies  

The Recital 21 of the ePR requires consent to set cookies [86]. In the harmonization effort, 

Directive 2009/136/EC had changed Article 5(3) of the ePrivacy Directive (2002/58/EC) 

to state that “the storing of information [...] in the terminal equipment of a [...] user” is 

only allowed if the user “has given his or her consent, having been provided with [...] 

information [...] about the purposes of the processing” [14]. The consent requirement 

does not affect all the types of cookies; those that are deemed to be "strictly necessary for 

the delivery of a service requested by the user", for example, cookies that track the 

contents of a user's shopping cart in an online shopping portal or the user logged in to 

retrieve the shopping cart, are exempted. Since the consent of user is deemed necessary, 

this has enforced all the EU based websites to display cookie consent notices often 

referred to as cookie banners. These are boxes or pop-up’s informing users about the use 

of different cookies by the website and associated third parties.  

The notices may either explicitly ask users their preferences of the cookies for their 

consent or interpret a user’s continued website browsing as implied consent. However, 

according to the EU guidelines, a valid consent needs to be freely given with an active 

choice based on the processing of specific information about the purpose of the data 

before the processing starts [89]. Article 5(3) is applicable to any information stored on 

the user’s browser or system though but it does not contain personal information or 

credentials. However, when it does contain personal information, the consent in 

accordance to GDPR rules are required, though the two types may be merged into practice 

[34]. 

While the focus of the ePR was consent for storing information including personal data, 

the study by the European Union concluded that the cookie popup or the cookie consent 
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post GDPR implementations were either over-inclusive or under-inclusive without clear 

information on the choices selected by the users or the consent ignored i.e.: the users were 

given choices of the Necessary Cookies, Marketing Cookies, Statistical cookies but 

without information on how they processed and used it. The consent rule is not only over-

inclusive because it also covers non-privacy intrusive practices, but also under-inclusive 

since it does not clearly cover some tracking techniques (e.g., device fingerprinting) 

which may not entail access/storage in the device [81]. The Article 5(3) of the ePD  

“requires prior informed consent for storage or for access to 

information stored on a user's terminal equipment. In other 

words, you must ask users if they agree to most cookies and 

similar technologies (e.g., web beacons, Flash cookies, etc.) 

before the site starts to use them” [90]. 

The proposed ePR focuses on simplifying consent of cookie rules to protect citizens 

against unsolicited marketing it proposes to add an exception to opt-out in the cookie 

consent choices. Article 8 focuses on the protection of end-user’s terminal equipment 

information [84]. 

The regulation makes a clear distinction between the third-party persistent tracking 

cookies and the non-privacy intrusive cookies (i.e., first-party cookie). To understand the 

difference between the two types of cookies in Table 3 is a brief comparison: 

 First-Party Cookies Third-Party Cookies 

Setting and Reading the 
Cookie 

Can be set by the web server or 
any JavaScript loaded on the 
website 

Can be set by a third-party 
server (e.g. an AdTech 
platform) via Iframe or code 
loaded on the website 

Availability A first-party cookie is only 
accessible via the domain that 
created it. 

A third-party cookie is 
accessible on any website 
which loads the third-party 
code or iframe. 

Browser Support, 
Blocking and Deletion 

Supported by all browsers and 
can be blocked and deleted by 
the users; doing so resets all user 
preferences 

Supported by all browsers, 
features such as Do Not Track 
block certain abilities to create 
third-party cookies. These 
cookies can be deleted by 
users too. 
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Table 3 Difference between First Party and Third-Party cookies from [91] 

5.2.2.1 First party cookie 

These are associated with the web server where the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 

resides. As per the RFC 2965 which describes the three headers Cookie, Cookie2, and 

set-Cookie2 are originating cookies from the web server and browser [92]. The cookies 

have various attributes such as Name, Origination, Storage Path, Time live (Age) and 

Size of the cookie. The first party cookie establishes a session ID for differentiating the 

communication with the server and the browser [93]. 

5.2.2.2 Third party cookie 

Third party cookies are created by a webpage to load content from another domain or 

webpages such as advertisements. These cookies are used for tracking user behavior and 

sharing that data with advertising companies. 

The proposed ePrivacy regulation referring to Article 25 of the Regulation 2016/679 [12] 

(GDPR) included in Recital 23 [87], specifically addresses the default settings for cookies 

which are set in most current browsers to accept all cookies. It requires browser or 

software providers to offer the users a choice of privacy level settings such as: 

“higher (for example, ‘never accept cookies’) to lower (for example, 

‘always accept cookies’) and intermediate (for example, ‘reject third-

party cookies’ or ‘only accept first-party cookies’)” [81]. 

The effects of accepting ‘all cookies’ by various third-party scripts that can harvest data 

can 

“reveal details of an individual's emotional, political, social 

complexities, including the content of communications, pictures, the 

location of individuals by accessing the device’s GPS capabilities, 

contact lists, and other information already stored in the device, the 

information related to such equipment requires enhanced privacy 

protection. Furthermore, the so-called spyware, web bugs, hidden 

identifiers, tracking cookies and other similar unwanted tracking 

tools can enter end user's terminal equipment without their knowledge 
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in order to gain access to information, to store hidden information 

and to trace the activities” [81]. 

Cookies not only track user actions resulting in a direct threat to their privacy and create 

an indirect threat by the sharing of data within network connected equipment. This can 

cause user data to be harvested without user knowledge by surfing website and this is 

considered as accepting all cookies. 

The ePR mentions that the consent should be in a user-friendly and transparent manner 

where the cookie notices should detail out every possible  

“use of tracking cookies and other tracking techniques, end-users are 

increasingly requested to provide consent to store such tracking 

cookies in their browsers” [81]. 

5.2.3 Protection for Communications data in transit 

Article 5 ensures that electronic communications data is protected under the ePrivacy 

Regulation and data remains confidential [82]. The consent and choices through the 

communication channel by the end-user are under the ePR, whereas the processing of 

electronic data and data protection aspects fall under the GDPR. While the cookies are 

originating from the server to the user equipment software (the browser), the ultimate 

storage of information is on the web server as part of service-related processing. The 

modern-day secure communication example would be the usage of tokenized 

authentication system where the user must generate One Time Password (OTP) on the 

device which is used to securely login onto the browser. The authentication data is then 

stored in cookies as a unique identifier of the session and user browser [94]. 

5.2.4 Tracking walls 

The ePR and GDPR both prohibit user profiling and usage of cookie tracking. It has been 

a practice of websites to provide content without a monetary payment if the user accepts 

third party cookies. The ePR specifically denies tracking walls in Recital 20 which reads  

“to provide for additional benefits of the website operator. In some 

cases, making access to website content conditional to consent to the 

use of such cookies may be considered to be disproportionate. This is, 

for example, the case for websites providing certain services, such as 
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those provided by public authorities, where the user could be seen as 

having few or no other options but to use the service, and thus having 

no real choice as to the usage of cookies” [36]. 

An example would be when the user is visiting the news portal. Where the content (news) 

is provided to the users without any monetary benefit as the revenue is through 

advertisements which are third-party cookies which the user agrees too without having 

any choice. The net effect would be that the user is trading personal data (through the 

tracking cookies recording user behaviour and specifics over the internet). The revised 

draft posted in March 2019 alters the conditional context of consent for using cookies on 

such websites [95]. 

5.2.5 Privacy and settings by Design 

The Article 10 requires Web Browsers to offer options of preventing third parties from 

storing information such as the cookies in the browser (Terminal Equipment) or from 

processing information already stored in the browser in the form of cookies. The effect 

would enable users to make choices on their cookies and privacy setting within the 

browser to set those options by default on all the websites the user visits. Hence, the 

browser must provide users with the option to revise settings on every update. The 

provision states as: 

“inform the end-user about the privacy settings options and the way 

the end-user may use them. The software shall offer the end-user the 

choice to be reminded about the privacy settings options” [85]. 

As per the last changes suggested by the Austrian presidency of the council in November 

2018 [96] Article 10 has been removed from the Draft text of the proposal [95]. 

5.3 Analysis of regulatory frameworks based on cookie classification 

While both the regulations support each other in the enforcement of protection and 

management of cookie data. For a better understanding, Figure 6 illustrates the 

relationship of GDPR and ePrivacy in relation to consent and cookies. 
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GDPR + ePrivacy Regulation = Cookies + Consent 

 

Though the GDPR does not directly address cookies, it re-defines consent which must be 

given “freely.” The ePR in turn references the definition of cookie consent from the 

GDPR. Consent to use cookies is covered under the ePR, but it relies on user choices to 

determine which cookies are acceptable for which user [97]. 

Figure 7 highlights how the flow of information through cookies is covered under which 

regulation. The communication data shown in the Figure is entirely covered by ePR. 

 

Figure 7 Flow of Cookie protection through Regulations 

 

Cookies + Consent 
+

GDPR

ePrivacy

Figure 6 Cookies + Consent 
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In order to better understand how cookies have changed due to the enforcement of GDPR, 

the next section describes another way of classifying cookies as compared to Chapter 2 

by using the categories recommended by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 

[66]. According to the ICC, there are four different types of cookies. These are: 

• Strictly Necessary Cookies 

• Performance Cookies 

• Functionality Cookies 

• Targeting Cookies or Advertising Cookies 

5.3.1 Strictly Necessary Cookies 

These are cookies which are essential for a user to visit and access the website and use its 

features, such as logging into their account.  These cookies require no consent, and by 

surfing or browsing the website, the user acknowledges this fact. Figure 8 shows an 

extract from the Cookie policy which is enforced by The New York Times [98]. 

 

Figure 8 Essential Cookies in use on https://nytimes.com from [98] 

These cookies are clearly exempt from consent according to the EU advisory body on 

data protection – WP29 [81] [99] which describes the exceptions from asking for user 

consent as follows: 

• User-input cookies (session-id) such as first-party cookies: keep track of the user's 

input when filling online forms, shopping carts, etc., for the duration of a session 

or persistent cookies limited to a few hours in some cases. 

https://nytimes.com/
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• Authentication cookies: to identify the user once he has logged in, for the duration 

of a session. 

• User-centric security cookies: used to detect authentication abuses, for a limited 

persistent duration. 

• Multimedia content player cookies: used to store technical data to play video or 

audio content, for the duration of a session. 

• Load-balancing cookies: for the duration of session. 

• User-interface customisation cookies such as language or font preferences:  for 

the duration of a session (or slightly longer). 

• Third-party social plug-in content-sharing cookies: for logged-in members of a 

social network. 

5.3.2 Performance Cookies 

These are cookies that collect information about user activity on the website. These can 

include third-party analytical and performance measuring cookies from Google 

Analytics, Clicky Analytics or Adobe Analytics and many such web analytical platforms. 

These cookies are subject to user consent, and the potential user is listed in the terms and 

conditions. The GDPR focuses on the processing of personally identifiable information, 

but since analytical data has undergone pseudonymization it does not fit the GDPR 

context. However, the ePrivacy Regulation under Recital 23 [87] explicitly states that the 

consent for each cookie type is necessary. These are also known as statistical cookies. 

Figure 9 shows an example of performance cookies in action. 
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Figure 9 Performance Cookie used on https://nationalgeographic.com from [100] 

5.3.3 Targeting Cookies 

These cookies focus on the personalized content matching of interest based on all the 

cookies stored in the browser. These cookies are used for displaying targeted advertising 

campaigns based on personal interest and website visit preferences. These are also termed 

as 3rd Party or Advertisement cookies. These cookies require explicit consent for usage 

and storage. These cookies have the most extended life span, as shown in Figure 10 

below: 

 

Figure 10 Targeting Cookie from https://nytimes.com [98] 

5.3.4 Functionality Cookies 

These cookies are website specific and are linked to choices a user makes during the 

browsing session on the website. The cookie contains data from all previous website visits 

including previously searched terms, pages visited or similar interest content display for 

https://nationalgeographic.com/
https://nytimes.com/
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the searched term [101].  A cookie consent form for the functionality cookie is shown in 

Figure 11 below. 

 

Figure 11 Functional Cookies from https://clym.io from [102] 

The Functional cookies are also at times referred to as preference or comfort cookies. i.e.: 

These cookies are used to display personalized content matching the user’s interests. 

These are for targeted special offers in line with each user’s search history or upcoming 

trips. These contain recommendation and history of the most frequently searched terms 

or your recent flight history [103]. 

The cookie category and cookie types are summarized in the Table 4 below: 

Cookie Categories Cookie Types 

Strictly Necessary Cookies Session Cookie First Party Cookies 

Performance Cookies Personalization Cookies 

Functionality Cookies Persistent Cookies Third Party Cookie 

Targeting Cookies Super and Zombie Cookies 

Table 4 The Cookie Table 
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The GDPR excludes the strictly necessary cookies for website functioning from being 

listed in a Cookie Policy. The ePR would enable individual consent of the user on each 

cookie category rather than the existing “accept all” GDPR cookie consent popup. The 

Session cookie contains most data of interest to a cybercriminal as it contains login 

information of a user and the session identifier contains all user activity and interaction 

with the server. Table 5 summarizes each cookie that collect personal data. 

Types of Cookies Do these cookies collect my personal data/identify me? 

Strictly Necessary 
Cookies 

These cookies do not identify any user as an individual. Unless the 
cookies are not accepted, the web page would not be displayed 
affecting the web page performance [57]. These cookies can 
identify the individual once a user authentication logon to the 
website or web application is performed and it can possibly connect 
future visits to your profile through these cookies [45]. 

Performance Cookies These cookies do not identify the individual particularly. The 
cookie are performance and analytical cookies. All data is collected 
and aggregated anonymously [104]. 

Functionality Cookies The information these cookies collect can include personally 
identifiable information that was disclosed or entered, such as your 
user name or contact information. There is always a transparency in 
the information collected by the websites. Denying or blocking 
these cookies may affect the performance and functionality of the 
website and may restrict access to content on the website [57]. 

Targeting Cookies Most types of these cookies track consumers via their IP address so 
that it may collect some personally identifiable information.  
These cookies data are used to deliver advertising that is relevant to 
your interests. These cookies can remember that your device has 
visited a site or service and may also be able to track your device’s 
browsing activity on other sites [105]. These online identifiers share 
information with the advertisers and advertising networks to deliver 
targeted advertising, and to help measure the effectiveness of an 
advertising campaign or other business partners to provide 
aggregate Service usage statistics and aggregate service testing. 

Table 5 Cookies which collect personal information 
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6 Cookie-related Issues 

The problematic aspect of information security is that attack methods evolve rapidly, and 

the defence mechanism evolve slowly. Cookies are an important component in enhancing 

user experience for the delivery of web services. The cookies are known vulnerable in 

nature [23]. Setting insecure parameters in the web application and their communication 

protocol, can cause provocative attack parameters which can have serious arbitrary 

impacts or a security breach with vulnerability. 

In this section the results reached in the research process are addressed. First, the 

weakness of cookie implementation process with respect to consent and browser settings 

is presented. This gap was identified in the GDPR which the ePR would fill in. The 

analyses by the browser consortium and internet researchers’ standard suggestions and 

settings which can outrightly reject third-party cookies similar regulation provision in 

Article 10 [85] of ePR. Next, the strictly necessary cookie is studied against privacy 

evasive components with focus on the Yahoo! cookie forging incident from the past. 

Further on analysis of susceptibility of session cookie or session ID to understand why 

they remain an issue even after enforcement of GDPR and the upcoming ePR. An 

experimental setup is proved by session ID theft which is equivalent to personal identity 

theft. The experimental setup is to perform an XSS attack in a simple network by stealing 

the session ID. The setup then uses the stolen session ID to gain unauthorized access to 

the users’ account. The access can give me details about the new stolen identity. Name is 

also a considered a personal data in the GDPR. 

6.1 Cookies Consent and Browser 

The legal framework discussion presented earlier concluded that consent is the basis of 

how cookies are covered under the GDPR and the proposed ePR. The consent pop-up 

post GDPR was ambiguous as shown in Figure 12 shown: 
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Figure 12 Cookie consent usage disclaimer as seen on [106] and [107] 

The browser stores the user acceptance in the cookie and would not display the consent 

again to the users as shown in the Figure 13 below 

 

Figure 13 Cookie acceptance valued stored in the Cookie 

The cookie consent is stored in the browser, and it would not be triggered again unless 

the cookies are cleared from the system.  

The experimental setup analysed cookie consent of top news and media portals according 

to their Alexa ranking [108] in Estonia. This category was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, 

existing research [17]  done to observe the changes in third-party trackers across all 

website categories identified News Portals as having the highest number of tracking 

cookies. In the proposed ePR, Recital 20 [36] notes that websites are often forcing users 

indirectly to accept tracking cookies to deliver its content free of charges. 
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The first website analysed is eesti.pl which is in Polish display a consent of cookie usage 

as seen in Figure 14. The website has no advertisements throughout and doesn’t add 

external tracking cookies like most of the news portals. The website uses Google 

Analytics for measuring performance and the browsing style of users for their website. 

The analytics would be used to deliver and track most read content as per their privacy 

policy as shown in Figure 15. The consent cookie has an expiration of 1 year from being 

accepted. However, there is no cookie management on the website where users can have 

a choice of cookies [109]. 

 

Figure 14 Cookie consent request from [72] 

The website is using Google Analytics (3rd Party Cookies) similar to those used by all the 

other websites that were tested for consent and browser behaviour. Google Analytics is a 

simple, easy-to-use tool that helps website owners measure how the visitors interact and 

use the website content [109]. There is a JavaScript inserted in each webpage to measure 

performance when the user navigates to another page which use HTTP Cookies to 

‘remember’ what the user has viewed or what content was viewed including other 

interactions and visits from the past.  

 

Figure 15 Cookie in use [72] 

On the portal of aripaev.ee [110] the ambiguous cookie usage consent message displayed 

is shown in Figure 15. The notice doesn’t explicitly mention any usage of 3rd Party 

cookies or tracking cookies used on the portal. Figure 17 shows the usage of different 

types of online identifiers including 1st and 3rd party identifiers. The 3rd party identifiers 

have a longer life span than first party identifiers. There are some application specific 

cookies which are being used on the website for weather, stock exchange and currency 

values displayed on the website. The website uses Facebook Pixel [111], an analytical 
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tool to enhance re-targeting of advertisements to measure conversion to visits through 

web advertisements. 

 

Figure 16 Cookie usage notice from [110] 

 

Figure 17 Cookies used on [110]. 

The next website analysed is postimees.ee website one of the most popular websites [112] 

in Estonia. The website’s consent pop-up is shown in Figure 18 for the usage of online 

identifiers than the ones analysed before. The cookies are used for offering pleasant 

reading and personally appealing offers for the readers visiting the website. The Figure 

18 shows the use of 3rd party cookies such as that of Google analytics, AdWords and 

Facebook pixel. The Google AdWords cookie is used to contact their backend network 

to display relevant 3rd Party advertisements from the advertisers targeting specific users 

in a location [113]. 
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Figure 18 Cookies Consent from [114] 

  

Figure 19 Cookie usage overview from [114] 

The next website analysed is of delfi.ee, another popular news portal in Estonia. This 

website is part of a group AS Ekspress Meedia unlike the previous websites that were 

analysed. The cookie consent banner is common to all the group websites as seen in 

Figure 20 and consent is synced to all websites as the cookie consent is stored in the 

online identifiers.  

 

Figure 20 Cookie consent from [115] 

In Figure 20 two group websites are compared to understand cookie syncing, a transparent 

mechanism to sync cookie consent shared in one of group websites to another website 

within the same group. It should be noted that both group websites have separate domain 

names and URL’s. The cookie consent syncing offers flexibility to not display the consent 

3rd Party Cookies: 

- Google 

Analytics 

- Facebook Pixel 

- Google 

Adwords 

 

Application Specific 

cookies 
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again on either of the group websites and would only request cookie consent on expiration 

of the cookie. The website also deploys third-party analytical snippets and independent 

advertisement performance trackers. 

 

Figure 21 Group websites cookie comparison from [115] and [116] 

The next website analysed is lehepunkt.ee which also displays (in Figure 22) the cookie 

consent notice in a detailed manner in comparison to other websites.  Figure 23 has similar 

Google Analytics cookies with a unique PHP session ID [48] for the session established 

which has a 1-year expiration date and can be misused for a Cross-Site Forgery request 

as it is not set to HTTP only cookie flag. 

 

Figure 22 Cookie consent on [117] 
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Figure 23 Cookies in use on [117] 

The last website analysed is err.ee website, one of the most popular and visited website 

with the highest readership [118]. The website is a group website like that of delfi.ee and 

they have a similar cookie usage structure and consent. The consent (shown in Figure 24) 

is applicable to all the group websites of ERR. The website like all others, deploy Google 

analytics and an independent advertisement network to display advertisements on website 

illustrated in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24 Group cookie consent on [119] 

Session Cookie 

Communication through HTTP 
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Figure 25 Cookie used on [119] 

 

In summary, it can be concluded that, all news portals are using Google Analytics for 

website performance measurement. While some of the portals also use Google AdWords 

to monetize its web content, the cookie consent being ambiguous in nature doesn’t seek 

a well-informed consent. Though this would change and ePR would offer protection from 

the 3rd party data sharing cookie network as required by Recital 20. Other 

recommendations from the analysis of consents would be to: 

1. Inform the visitors in plain language about the purpose of cookies and trackers 

(ePR) 

2. Provide options for visitors to change or withdraw a consent (GDPR and ePR) 

3. The cookie choices and revocation setting are not provided on the website. The 

only way a user can revoke his/her consent is through the browser by deleting 

the cookies. (GDPR) 

4. The users lack the ability to choose online identifier acceptable to them on these 

websites (GDPR) 

5. The users visiting these websites are not aware that their visit is personalized 

based on automatic decisions including profiling to display relevant 

advertisements and news articles based on topic of interest. 
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6.1.1 Do Not Track 

An important proposal to limit web tracking is the initiative Do Not Track [120] promoted 

by Mayer et al. that allows users to express their willingness to avoid being tracked [26]. 

The Do Not Track (DNT) is a web browser setting that requests that a web application 

disable its tracking of an individual user. When you choose to turn on the DNT setting in 

your browser, your browser sends a special signal to websites, analytics companies, ad 

networks, plug in providers, and other web services you encounter force browsing to stop 

tracking your activity [121]. 

Most browsers have a "Do Not Track" (DNT) setting (such as Figure 26) that sends "a 

special flag to websites, analytics companies, ad networks, plug in providers, and other 

web services while browsing, to stop tracking your activity [122]. The Do Not Track 

represent users’ choices for the third-party cookies as per the ePR. But the latest revision 

of the draft removes the browser’s obligation to process users’ cookie preferences [95].  

 

Figure 26 Do Not Track setting in Google Chrome from [122] 

6.1.2 Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) 

A similar concept to Do Not Track is a part of Internet Explorer which poses a unique set 

of challenges to web applications. The feature is set to reject any third-party cookies set 

by a third-party host that does not contain a compact Platform for Privacy Preferences 
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(P3P) policy. P3P is an Internet Explorer standard that exists to allow automatic retrieval 

and processing of privacy policy by a user agent (or browser) [123]. 

This function is more standardized for websites specific to run on Internet Explorer and 

is not compatible with other browsers. 

6.2 Privacy evasive behaviour 

One of the main sources of information used for profiling comes from web tracking, i.e. 

tracking users across different visits or across different sites. Data collected includes the 

sequence of visited sites and viewed pages, and the time spent on each page. However, 

behavioural tracking is not allowed in cases of data that contain any personally 

identifiable information, such as name, address, phone number and so forth. Web tracking 

is mainly performed by monitoring IP addresses, and using techniques such as cookies, 

or the more powerful super cookies [1].  

6.2.1 Cookie related cybersecurity crimes 

The Yahoo! data breach which revealed that 32 million user accounts were accessed in 

2015 or 2016 by hackers who used forged cookies to log in without a password [124]. 

The November 2016 SEC filing noted that the company believed the data breach had been 

conducted through a cookie-based attack that allowed hackers to authenticate as any other 

user without their password [125] [126]. Yahoo! and its outside security analysts 

confirmed this was the method of intrusion in their December 2016 disclosure 

announcement in regards to the data breach which happened in August 2013  and had 

invalidated all previous cookies to eliminate this route. [127] [128] The evidence 

suggested that the hackers had created forged cookies that let them bypass the need to 

enter password to access users’ accounts. [125] [129] The company's proprietary code 

was studied to understand how to forge certain cookies [128] [129]. 

The leaked data included names, email addresses, phone numbers, birthdays, hashed 

passwords, and a mix of encrypted and unencrypted security questions and answers. 

Yahoo claimed that the breach did not include unencrypted passwords, credit card 

numbers, or bank account information [127] [126]. 
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Due to the involvement of state-sponsored attack elements, details on the leak and how 

attackers explicitly “forged cookies” is not understood and clearly published. But 

available data, it can be concluded that session cookies can be forged to impersonate 

another users’ access.  

The session cookies, which identifies a session is generated based on the authentication 

by a user. One possible attack vector could be session prediction. “The session prediction 

attack focuses on predicting session ID values that permit an attacker to bypass the 

authentication schema of an application. By analysing and understanding the session ID 

generation process, an attacker can predict a valid session ID value and get access to the 

application. In addition, the attacker can implement a brute force technique to generate 

and test different values of session ID until they have successfully gained access to the 

application” [130]. Another attack vector could involve stealing the session ID and using 

the persistent cookies and enhancing the settings instead of temporary session cookie, 

thereby fixing the user’s session for a longer period [131]. The discussion of susceptibility 

of attack on Session ID is discussed in the next subsection. 

6.2.2 Susceptibility of Session IDs to Attack 

Session IDs are long random generated alphanumeric strings which are attached to the 

header and transmitted between a client and server through the cookies. The modern web 

applications store authentication data in these session IDs, which prevents the users from 

re-entering authentication data again. “The most common flaw in session ID usage has 

always been predictability” [45]. 

“Many websites are designed to authenticate and track a user when communication is first 

established. To do this, users must prove their identity to the website, typically by 

supplying a username/password (credentials) combination. Rather than passing these 

confidential credentials back and forth with each transaction, websites will generate a 

unique "session ID" to identify the user session as authenticated” [132].  

The security problems behind session ID-based authentication can be summarized into 

categories as described below [133]: 

Predictable Algorithm: Most websites are currently using linear algorithm based on 

easily predictable variables, such as time or IP address. It leaves the attackers with limited 
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combination to produce a valid session ID if sequential pattern of cookie ID is followed 

by generating random requests in a sequential pattern [133] [45]. 

Limited Account Lockout Systems: Websites with custom web platforms have poor 

prohibition and security mechanism in place for fingerprinting and active scanning of 

brute force attempts. The attacker can try random combinations of session ID embedded 

in a legitimate URL without a single complaint from the web server [133]. A brute force 

attack can conduct as many as 1000 session ID attacks per second [45]. 

Transmission over insecure protocol: Transmission of web identifiers between the web 

browser and web server over a non-secure protocol or in an unencrypted manner [55]. In 

a “flat network topology the network can be sniffed” [133] to capture the packet and steal 

the session ID. Network traffic sniffing can reveal packet with login credentials if they 

are transmitted in clear text [131]. In Figure 22 the communication of cookies over 

insecure protocol (i.e.: missing secure flag) 

Short Length: “The most cryptographically strong algorithm still allows an active 

session ID to be easily determined if the length of the string is not sufficiently long” [133]. 

Longer expiration of cookies on the server: The cookies have a set expiration although 

it is noticed in many cases, such as in Figure 16 where the expiration is over a year. This 

enables the attackers allow over a year to guess a valid session ID for access. If the cookie 

file is intercepted the static session ID which are valid over a year can allow repetitive 

access for misuse till expiration [133]. 

Insecure cookie retrieval: The cookies can be retrieved from session fixation, where the 

attacker maintains a trap session until the user logs into [131]. The user is tricked into 

visiting another website or a trap page, from where the attacker can retrieve stored session 

ID from the browser [133].  

6.2.3 Session Hijacking attack 

As session ID and session cookies are susceptible to attacks. The session hijacking attack 

consists of the exploitation of the web session control mechanism, which is normally 

managed for a session token. 
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The http communication uses multiple TCP connections, the web server identifies every 

user’s connections. The most useful method depends on a token or a session ID that the 

Web Server sends to the client browser after a successful client authentication. A session 

token is normally composed of a string of variable width and it could be used in different 

ways, like in the URL, in the header of the http requisition as a cookie, in other parts of 

the header of the http request, or yet in the body of the http requisition [134]. 

This method of attack compromises these session token by stealing or predicting a valid 

session token to gain unauthorized access to the Web Server. The most common methods 

of attack are: 

• “Predictable session token; 

• Session Sniffing; 

• Cross-site scripting 

• Man-in-the-middle attack 

• Man-in-the-browser attack” [134] 

This attack vector is selected for demonstration based on our research that strictly 

necessary cookies reveal privacy details.  

6.2.3.1 Session hijacking using Cross-site Scripting 

To prove that session ID or session cookie contains personal data, an experiment was 

conducted as described below. 

Test Case: OTG-INPVAL-001 Testing for Reflected Cross Site Scripting, OTG-SESS-

001 Testing for Bypassing Session Management Schema [134].  

The complete setup and workflow of the XSS is described in the Figure 27. Each setup is 

detailed and has been followed: 
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Figure 27 XSS Workflow 

The experiment begins with the XSS attempt and nothing seems suspicious from the 

client’s browser as shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28 Reflected XSS 
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The experimentation network setup can be checked on Figure 29. The next step involves 

stealing the cookies. The Browser Exploitation Framework2 or BeEF is used, which is an 

application made for pen testing the web browser. For this, an Ubuntu container 

(10.217.172.5) was used as the user Pablo, Kali is the attacking machine with BeEF and 

user Smithy. 

 

Figure 29 BeEF Network Map 

Beef was activated from the Kali Linux Machine. The hook URL was followed which is 

generally the Kali local loop address to open the BeEF console from the Web Browser. 

The overview of the BeEF control panel is shown on Figure 30 where the browser hooked. 

 

Figure 30 BeEF Control Panel 

On the BeEF exploit the Apache Cookie Disclosure vulnerability was chosen and 

executed. After running the exploit, the client's cookie containing the Session ID is 

disclosed as shown in Figure 31 below: 
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Figure 31 XSS Apache Cookie Disclosure Results (Session ID) 

Next, smithy was logged in as in Kali Linux into the Damm Vulnerable Web App 

(DVWA) as seen in Figure 32 below: 

 

Figure 32 DVWA User Smithy 

BURP was used to intercept parameters. Then the session id is replaced with the one 

hijacked from Pablo. PHPSESSID=ls8ro3qvg9hf91ovlrpheibmn5 

It can be observed that Pablo is the user logged in as per Figure 33 below 
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Figure 33 Smithy's Stolen Pablo Session 

By using the session ID of Pablo, a hacker can login the access level as Pablo. The session 

cookies are piece of data which can give access to entire information of the user whose 

session ID is stolen. Highlighting the Yahoo! Case scenario, the session ID gave access 

to vital personal information such as names, email addresses, phone numbers, and 

birthdays. The personal information of the users which are not public domain. In the 

example of Pablo are for the company to process the data and deliver services.  

The session online identifiers are unique and can “pretend to be someone else” [135]  

Keeping in mind the experimentation and analysis performed it can be said that session 

ID or session cookie are personal data. As a recommendation cookie ID should have 

provisions in the GDPR as personal data.  
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The growth of the internet economy has bought with it several challenges to users’ 

privacy and data protection, particularly with the emergence of new tracking technologies 

such as online identifiers. This has allowed companies to collect and process personal 

data of individual users.  

The usage of online identifiers has been a practice since the development of the first 

browser. The function of online identifiers, also known as cookies has evolved from being 

responsible for maintaining the current user session to tracking a user’s online behaviour. 

There are several malicious uses of cookies which have emerged and are listed below: 

• Tracking online user behaviour 

• Stealing cookies to gain unauthorized access 

• Unauthorized stalking and interception of communication 

• Automated user profiling 

The data stored on the web server, particularly, a user’s personal data is of interest to the 

malicious agents of internet. Hence, the above malicious usage of cookie are primary 

motivators among the business websites, hackers and other cyber criminals to exploit the 

flaws in these online identifiers.   

The key current regulation in force for data protection and privacy in the European Union 

is the GDPR. This legal framework has streamlined personal data protection and privacy 

by implementing a higher data protection standard for user privacy, mandating user 

consent for tracking their personal data through cookies and automated profiling as well 

as giving users, for the first time the right to access their own tracked data. However, 

there are certain gaps between how the GDPR was meant to be implemented and how it 

has actually been implemented. Some of these key gaps are summarized below: 

• Ambiguous cookie consent notices 

• Exclusion of first-party cookies from regulation even though private 

authentication data is involved 
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• Inclusion of third-party cookies into the code as first-party cookies 

• No provision for the users to revoke consent 

• No provision for users to make acceptable choices with respect to online 

identifiers 

The GDPR has brought in more compliance to safeguard consumer rights and data with 

more checks on data controllers. Other prominent changes heralded by the GDPR were 

clarity on what is considered personal data. Cookie identifiers which previously required 

no consent for usage on websites, became mandatory with GDPR enforcement. The 

strictly necessary cookie was excluded from consent, where most websites changed to 

integrate their tracking codes into the first party cookies. The strictly necessary cookies 

maintain the session and state of the web page hence, were required for functioning. 

Therefore, the consent prompt that was adopted was a very simple text popup informing 

the users about the usage of cookies on websites without much detail and choice could be 

seen from the experimentation. 

In comparison to the existing ePrivacy Directive, the upcoming ePR better aligns with the 

GDPR. The ePR also known as the cookie law, adds greater importance to user consent, 

profiling, privacy by design and default settings of browsers to accept or deny certain 

online identifiers. In doing so, the ePR addresses certain gaps in the GDPR which are 

summarized below: 

• Transparency in cookie consent 

• Transparency in cookie choices 

• Browser settings for cookie choice 

• Protection of communication data 

Session cookies are deemed strictly necessary cookies for website functioning and they 

are exceptions to both the GDPR and the upcoming ePR laws.  

However, this thesis has established that session cookies remain most susceptible to 

cookie based cyber-attacks. Session cookies contain a session ID which are of interest to 
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the malicious agents of internet. The session ID can be hacked / forged or stolen in 

multiple ways, an example of which was demonstrated in Chapter 4. They are responsible 

for establishing the session including authentication as the session ID would be matched 

with the one from the web server. 

The vulnerabilities of session based online identifiers to cyber-attacks is summarized 

below in Table 6:  

Online Identifier Susceptibility 

Session Cookies  
(First- Party Cookies) 

• Predictable Algorithm 
• Transmission over insecure protocol 
• Limited fingerprinting and active scanning of brute force 

attempts 
• Short length of session ID 
• Longer Expiration of cookies 

Table 6 Online Identifier with their Susceptibility 

It can be assumed that a session ID, or a cookie ID is personal data just like the IP 

addresses of a user as it can uniquely identify the browser-user explicitly if reverse 

engineered. 

In the light of the above vulnerability analysis of session cookies and the identified gaps 

in both the GDPR and the existing draft of the ePR to address these vulnerabilities, the 

author would like to make some recommendations that would enhance cookie security 

regulations. These are listed below: 

1. Adding the Privacy by design (Article 10 of ePR) tenet, a key component to user 

privacy management which was removed in the last draft [95] which offered users 

the convenience to select the cookie choices acceptable to them (First Party, Third 

Party or Advertisement cookies).  

2. The standardization of custom privacy settings like those offered by browser 

consortiums such as the Do Not Track initiative and Platform for Privacy 

Preferences (P3P). Standardization of such initiatives would promote more 

widespread adoption of these settings thereby promoting user privacy and 

security.  
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3. First-party cookies that store the authentication information in session ID, should 

be included in the context of personal data into legislature, which will offer better 

technical implementations for safeguarding the session management. 

   

7.1 Future Work  

The future work to this research would be to analyse advertisers (online behaviour 

tracking platforms) and their communication using online identifiers and the compliance 

of such platforms with the GDPR and the upcoming ePR. Development of online 

platforms for the automated analysis of privacy policies, consent and online identifiers to 

check compliance with the GDPR and ePR. 
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